Secured credit is a loan in which the creditor has the right to claim some specific property—the collateral—if the debtor defaults on the loan. Collateral can take the form of real property, personal property, inventory, or accounts receivable. Unsecured credit, in contrast, is a loan in which the creditor has a claim to be repaid, but no right to claim any specific property. Secured loans are safer than unsecured loans for creditors, because the right to claim and sell the collateral when borrowers default assures creditors of a minimum return equal to the value of the collateral minus transactions costs. Secured loans make unsecured loans riskier because the latter are repaid only if the defaulting firm has assets remaining after secured creditors take their collateral. However, a bankruptcy filing may change secured creditors’ rights. If the debtor firm liquidates in bankruptcy, secured creditors’ rights are respected and they are allowed to claim their collateral. But if the firm files to reorganize in bankruptcy under Chapter 11, secured creditors lose their right to claim their collateral. This is to prevent them from shutting the firm down, allowing managers an opportunity to save the firm by reorganizing it.\(^1\)

In this chapter, I re-examine the general question of how secured credit affects economic efficiency and the specific question of how strongly secured creditors’ claims should be protected in bankruptcy. The issue of whether secured credit increases efficiency has generated a substantial literature in law and economics, including several proposals for reform of bankruptcy law. But it has not generated a consensus answer. Economists agree that the rules for use of secured credit and the rules of bankruptcy priority should be constructed so as to maximize economic efficiency, which we can think of as choosing rules that maximize the size of the pie regardless of how it is divided among claimants. Thus, secured credit is economically efficient if it increases the value of firms in bankruptcy (a larger pie) and, if so, then secured creditors’ high priority should be respected in bankruptcy. But if secured credit reduces the value of firms in bankruptcy (a smaller pie) while increasing secured creditors’ return (a larger slice of the pie for these creditors), then it is economically inefficient. In this case, it is best to reduce the strength of secured creditors’ position in bankruptcy.
An important part of the confusion concerning secured credit is that economic efficiency in the bankruptcy context has many dimensions and different authors focus on different aspects of the problem. Among the efficiency dimensions that are potentially affected by the use of secured credit are: (1) whether it reduces firms' total cost of borrowing net of transactions costs, (2) whether it affects managers' incentives to select only economically efficient investment projects, (3) whether it affects managers' incentives to shirk in managing their firms, (4) whether it affects creditors' incentive to race to the courthouse when they think the firm might default, which can lead to too many financially distressed firms shutting down, (5) whether it affects managers' incentives to reduce the external harm caused by firms' operations, (6) whether it affects managers' decisions to file for bankruptcy at the most economically efficient time, and (7) whether it affects the efficiency of bankruptcy screening, i.e., do firms that are economically inefficient liquidate in bankruptcy and firms that are economically efficient (despite their financial distress) get saved in bankruptcy?

What this essay does is to selectively survey the literature on secured credit and bankruptcy and then present a simple model that re-evaluates the various arguments in favor and against secured credit. I focus, in particular, on what I consider to be the most important economic function of bankruptcy law: saving financially distressed firms that are economically efficient and shutting down financially distressed firms that are economically inefficient. Firms are economically efficient despite their financial distress when the value of their assets is highest in its current use: these firms should continue operating either in bankruptcy reorganization or by remaining outside of bankruptcy. Firms are economically inefficient when the value of their assets is higher in some alternative use: these firms should be liquidated. Efficient screening of financially distressed firms in bankruptcy is important because when economically efficient firms shut down in bankruptcy, their going concern value is lost. And when economically inefficient firms are saved in bankruptcy, economic growth falls and new job creation slows because resources remain in outdated industries and obsolete technologies.

My conclusions are mainly negative—no single treatment of secured creditors in bankruptcy always improves the efficiency of bankruptcy screening. Neither the existing treatment of secured creditors in bankruptcy nor the proposed reforms unambiguously improves the efficiency of bankruptcy screening. Instead, different treatments of secured credit have the effect of changing the proportions of firms that are inefficiently liquidated versus inefficiently saved.
I. SELECTIVE LITERATURE REVIEW

Consider how secured debt affects firms’ total borrowing costs when they have a mixture of secured versus unsecured debt. An important paper on this topic was Schwartz (1981), who showed a neutrality result: that under certain conditions, how a firm’s debt is divided between secured versus unsecured has no effect on firms’ total cost of capital. Schwartz’ article was written as an extension of the Modigliani-Miller (M-M) (1958) theorem, which holds that how a firm’s capital is divided between debt versus equity has no effect on firms’ total cost of capital. The two results mean that firms’ decisions to finance themselves using debt versus equity or using secured versus unsecured debt are both independent of their operational decisions. The theorem requires a long menu of strong assumptions, including no corporate taxes, no transactions costs, no bankruptcy costs, competitive loan markets, risk-neutral lenders, and the fact that the firm raises a fixed total amount of capital from all sources. Schwartz’s paper makes the same set of assumptions. Suppose that, initially, none of the firm’s loans are secured. Now suppose some of the firm’s loans become secured, but the total amount the firm borrows remains the same. The change makes the loans that become secured safer because secured creditors can claim their collateral if the firm defaults, but the remaining loans that are unsecured become riskier because the firm has fewer assets to repay these loans when default occurs. In response to the changes in risk, secured creditors lower their interest rate, while unsecured creditors raise their interest rate. Overall, these changes fully offset each other, since the reduction in the cost of the loans that become secured just equals the increase in the cost of the loans that remain unsecured. Thus, there is no change in the firm’s total cost of capital.3

A problem with the Schwartz model is that secured debt is inefficient. This is because firms do not benefit from making some of their debt secured, because their total cost of capital remains the same. But Schwartz argued that using secured debt actually raises firms’ cost of capital, since secured debt has higher transactions costs than unsecured debt due to the need to negotiate over the collateral and register (perfect) secured creditors’ liens. This means that for use of secured debt to be economically efficient, it must generate some efficiency gain that offsets the increase in transactions costs. Schwartz hypothesized that use of secured credit might reduce the total cost of monitoring by creditors or increase the probability that managers choose efficient projects for their firms by reducing information asymmetries between managers and creditors. These hypotheses led other researchers to explore possible efficiency gains from use of secured credit.

Among these, Triantis (1992) presented a model in which the higher
transactions cost of secured debt generates efficiency gains by reducing the
cost of asymmetric information. In his model, managers choose between
efficient/safe projects versus inefficient/risky projects. Some managers
choose risky projects even though they are inefficient, because these pro-
jects benefit shareholders at the expense of creditors and creditors cannot
determine at the time they make their loans which firms will choose which
projects. Triantis showed that using secured credit allows firms to credibly
signal that they will choose safe/efficient projects, since firms that choose
safe projects make higher profit and are therefore better able to bear the
higher cost of secured debt. Secured debt therefore allows loan markets
to function more efficiently, since creditors can identify firms that choose
safe/efficient projects and they reward these firms by charging lower inter-
est rates.

Picker (1992) presents a model in which the benefit of using secured debt
is that creditors’ cost of monitoring the firm is lower. In his model, manag-
ers have an incentive to choose an inefficient/risky project over an efficient/
safe project, so that creditors gain from monitoring that steers managers
toward safe projects. Picker assumes that monitoring is sometimes a
public good with spillover benefits, in which case it is efficient for only one
creditor to monitor the firm. He presents several versions of his model. In
one, all creditors are unsecured and, in equilibrium, all of them choose to
monitor the firm and total transactions costs are high. In a second version,
all creditors are secured and each can monitor only its own collateral, so
that monitoring has no spillover benefits. In equilibrium, all creditors
again monitor the firm, although each creditor now monitors only the
firm’s use of its own collateral. Total monitoring costs are again high,
although they may be lower than when all creditors are unsecured. But in a
third model, monitoring by one secured creditor has spillover effects for all
other creditors by preventing managers from misbehaving. In this model,
it is efficient for only one secured creditor to do all the monitoring and this
solution minimizes total transactions costs. However, in practice, it is not
clear how frequently monitoring has spillover benefits or how often the
specialized monitoring equilibrium would prevail. In addition, it is unclear
why a secured creditor is the best monitor in a specialized monitoring
equilibrium.4

Now turn to literature that examines how use of secured credit affects
the screening of firms in bankruptcy. In the “creditors’ bargain” model,
Jackson (1982) and Baird and Jackson (1984) argue that the role of
bankruptcy law is to force creditors to act collectively so as to maximize
the value of the firm’s assets, regardless of how the assets are divided. This
means that firms in bankruptcy should reorganize if the value of their
assets is higher when they continue to operate and should liquidate if the
value of their assets is higher in some alternate use. The question then is whether use of secured debt improves the efficiency of firms’ bankruptcy choices. In particular, when firms file for bankruptcy, there is a conflict between high-priority creditors, who generally prefer liquidation so that they receive their repayment quickly, versus low-priority creditors, who generally prefer to save the firm since their claims will be worth little in liquidation, but may be worth more if the firm reorganizes and succeeds. How does the use of secured credit affect the outcome of this conflict?

Jackson and Baird posit a hypothetical bargaining process that all creditors participate in before making their loans to the firm, which would result in agreement on priority rules that lead to efficient liquidation versus reorganization decisions. If all creditors were unsecured, they argue that the bargain would call for a priority rule in which all creditors have equal priority and are treated equally in bankruptcy, because equal treatment both reduces total transactions costs and reduces individual creditors’ incentives to race to be first to collect whenever they fear that the firm might default. But if some creditors are secured, these creditors have an incentive to quickly seize their collateral once the firm defaults, even if seizure reduces the value of the firm’s assets by forcing it to shut down. Jackson argues that in this situation, creditors would adopt a priority rule that prevents secured creditors from seizing their collateral, but protects them with payments equal to their loss from depreciation of the assets and foregone interest during the delay. The payments may come from the firm’s cash, from a new lender or from the old unsecured creditors, but in any case, the cost of the payments is borne by unsecured creditors. Under this priority rule, unsecured creditors, as a whole, would choose to keep their firms running when the gains from avoiding liquidation exceed the costs of compensating secured creditors and would choose liquidation otherwise. In contrast, if unsecured creditors were not required to compensate secured creditors for delay in seizing their collateral, then firms in bankruptcy would choose reorganization even when it is more efficient for them to liquidate. Thus, Baird and Jackson argue that respecting secured creditors’ priority in bankruptcy improves efficiency because it results in efficient bankruptcy screening.

I analyse this argument more formally in the next section, but some weaknesses are worth noting here. One is the fact that unsecured creditors have to get together after the firm files for bankruptcy and decide whether to compensate the secured creditors and, if so, to raise the funds. They also must bargain separately with each individual secured creditor to determine an amount that each is willing to accept in return for giving up the right to seize collateral. But these negotiations are likely to fail because some unsecured creditors will act as free-riders and refuse to contribute
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and some secured creditors will act as hold-outs and demand extra-high compensation. An alternative is that managers pay off secured creditors using a loan from a new lender or from cash on hand, which is likely to result in more reorganizations because it avoids the free-rider problem. But the hold-out problem is not eliminated, so that the number of firms that reorganize may still be inefficiently low. Another problem is that unsecured creditors are not in a good position to evaluate whether the firm is more valuable if it shuts down versus continues to operate, since this decision requires determining how much the firm’s assets would be worth if they were sold to a different firm in possibly a different industry. But each creditor is likely to know only a small part of the firm’s operations. Thus, negotiations among creditors when the firm is in bankruptcy seem unlikely to result in efficient liquidation versus reorganization decisions.

An extension of this approach concerns the issue of “involuntary” or “non-adjusting” claims against the firm, i.e., claims of creditors that never had an opportunity to negotiate their contracts with the firm. Involuntary claims include tort claims by individuals harmed by the firm, government claims for unpaid taxes and fines, and claims for environmental damage caused by the firm. Non-adjusting claims also include claims of contract creditors who have extended loans to the firm on fixed terms and small claims of all types. Non-adjusting creditors do not re-negotiate the interest rates they charge in response to changes in the firm’s risk. Under an extension of the creditors’ bargain approach, these claimants should be represented in the hypothetical bargaining that determines the bankruptcy payoff rule, even if, in reality, they never have an opportunity to bargain with the firm. However, in practice, bankruptcy law treats these claims as unsecured and they receive little or no compensation in bankruptcy (although claims for unpaid taxes have priority over general unsecured claims).

This causes various inefficiencies in firms’ behavior. Hansmann and Kraakman (1991) point out that low payoff rates on involuntary claims in bankruptcy encourage firms to engage in projects that cause high levels of environmental and tort damage, to strip the corporation of assets that could be used to pay these claims, to buy too little liability insurance, and to avoid making investments that would mitigate the damage. Bebchuk and Fried (1996) argue non-adjusting claims give managers an incentive to make their “adjusting” creditors secured, since non-adjusting creditors cannot respond by raising the interest rates they charge. As a result, making adjusting creditors’ claims secured lowers firms’ total cost of capital. The existence of non-adjusting claims gives managers an incentive to choose inefficiently risky investments, since the cost of taking on extra risk is lower, capital is lower.
Both sets of authors propose changes in bankruptcy law to take account of involuntary or non-adjusting claims. Hansmann and Kraakman (1991) propose that corporate shareholders have unlimited liability for external damage. Bebchuk and Fried (1996) propose that secured creditors’ claims be treated as secured for only 75 percent of the liquidation value of their collateral, with the remaining 25 percent treated as unsecured. Thus, secured creditors would receive only partial rather than full priority over unsecured creditors. I discuss both of their proposals below.

There is also a more general literature in economics that deals with how debt contracts should be structured to reduce inefficient behavior by managers. The central problem here is that once firms borrow, managers have an incentive to behave inefficiently by defaulting even when their firms are doing well (“strategic default”), because creditors may agree to accept a reduced payoff rather than forcing the firm to liquidate. In one of these papers, Bester (1994) examines whether use of secured debt reduces the probability of strategic default. He argues that managers are less likely to default strategically when the firm has secured rather than unsecured debt, because secured creditors are better off when the firm liquidates and are therefore less likely to agree to a reduced payoff. Use of secured debt thus may be worthwhile despite its higher transactions costs because it reduces the probability of strategic default.

II. MODEL

In this section, I develop a model that examines how secured credit affects the efficiency of firms’ bankruptcy decisions and use it to evaluate the two proposals discussed above. Why is it useful to examine another model? One reason is that the model focuses on the same efficiency objective as in Baird and Jackson: that of using bankruptcy to liquidate inefficient firms while saving firms that are economically efficient despite their financial distress. But my model uses a more realistic set of assumptions in which not all creditors are equally represented in the bargaining over the treatment of different types of claims in bankruptcy. The model also allows me to evaluate whether the reform proposals discussed above result in more economically efficient bankruptcy decisions.

The model has two periods. In period 1, firms are financially distressed, but may be either economically efficient or inefficient. Managers are assumed to have three alternatives: continue operating outside of bankruptcy for another period, file for Chapter 7 bankruptcy and liquidate, or file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy and reorganize. Both continuing to operate
outside of bankruptcy and reorganizing under Chapter 11 are alternative methods of saving firms.

Small versus large firms in financial distress are likely to face different choices among these alternatives. Managers of small firms usually choose between continuing to operate outside of bankruptcy versus liquidating in Chapter 7 bankruptcy, because they cannot afford the high transactions costs of reorganization. But managers of large firms typically choose between filing to liquidate versus reorganize in bankruptcy. This is because larger firms are more closely monitored by creditors, so that they make their bankruptcy decisions when their firms are in better financial condition and can afford the transactions costs of reorganizing.8

Prior to the start of the model, firms borrow from at least two creditors. By period 1, some of these firms are in financial distress and managers must make bankruptcy decisions. If firms liquidate in bankruptcy in period 1, the liquidation value of their assets is assumed to be $V_1$. If firms continue to operate in period 1, either outside of bankruptcy or in Chapter 11, then in period 2 the value of their assets is assumed to be $V_2$. $V_2$ is assumed to be known with certainty, but may take a range of (positive) values from low to high. The model ends in period 2 with liquidation of firms’ assets. Both $V_1$ and $V_2$ represent the market value of all of the firm’s assets in their best alternative use, sold either piecemeal or as going concerns to buyers in the same or other industries. Because we wish to consider the possibility that firms cause environmental and/or accidental damage when they operate, firms that continue to operate from period 1 to period 2 are assumed to cause external harm of $X_2$. $X_2$ includes all types of external harm, regardless of whether victims receive compensation.9

It’s unusual in discussing firms’ bankruptcy decisions to assume that future earnings are certain rather than uncertain. I make this assumption partly for convenience, since it simplifies the notation and makes the model simpler. However, the main reason for this assumption is to show that managers make inefficient bankruptcy decisions regardless of whether their firms’ future earnings are certain or uncertain; in other words, uncertainty is not necessary for managers to make inefficient bankruptcy decisions. If earnings were assumed to be uncertain rather than certain, then it is straightforward to show that more firms would choose continuation or reorganization even when the best outcome is liquidation. Thus, inefficient continuations or inefficient reorganizations would occur more often.10

The economically efficient treatment of firms in bankruptcy is straightforward: firms should continue operating if the increase in the value of their assets between periods 1 and 2 exceeds their external harm, or if $V_2 - V_1 > X_2$, and they should liquidate in period 1 otherwise.11 Thus,
saving the firm is more likely to be efficient if the increase in the firm’s value $V_2 - V_1$ is high and/or if external harm $X_2$ is small. Only future external harm affects whether it is efficient for the firm to continue operating versus liquidate; past external harm is a sunk cost. Making the economically efficient choice between saving versus liquidating the firm is equivalent to choosing the alternative that maximizes the size of the pie, regardless of how it is divided.

The firm is assumed to have no cash on hand as of period 1. As a result, in order for it to continue operating or reorganize in period 1, it must receive a new loan that allows it to pay all of its debt obligations that are due in period 1.

Now turn to the question of how firms make their bankruptcy decisions. Unlike Baird and Jackson, I do not assume that a grand “creditors’ bargain” made in advance determines the decision. Instead, I assume that the decision is made in period 1 by a sub-group of parties: managers—who represent themselves and equity—and a single creditor called the bank that may or may not be willing to make a new loan to the firm. These parties collectively are referred to as the coalition. The coalition excludes creditors who are not willing to make new loans to the firm when it is in financial distress, because these creditors are assumed to have no bargaining power at the time of the bankruptcy decision. Non-coalition creditors include holders of damage claims, government and trade creditors, and adjusting or non-adjusting creditors of the firm that are unwilling to extend new credit. As discussed below, the bank’s new loan can be either secured or unsecured.

In period 1, the coalition chooses between continuing to operate outside of bankruptcy versus liquidating in Chapter 7 (below, I consider the coalition’s choice between reorganizing in Chapter 11 versus liquidating in Chapter 7). Because the model has only two periods, the choice of continuation delays liquidation of the firm from period 1 until period 2. Since I assume that equity would be wiped out if liquidation occurred in period 1, shareholders are assumed to be willing to give up part or all of their equity in order to induce the bank to make the new loan. The coalition makes the bankruptcy decision by picking the alternative that maximizes the size of its pie slice. This decision may be inefficient because the choice that maximizes the size of the coalition’s pie slice may not be the choice that maximizes the size of the pie.

The firm is assumed to have three groups of existing creditors: secured creditors who are owed $S_1$ in period 1 and $S_2$ in period 2, unsecured creditors who are owed $U_1$ in period 1 and $U_2$ in period 2, and creditors with damage claims who are owed $T_1$ in period 1 and $T_2$ in period 2. Because the firm is in financial distress, the total value of claims is assumed to
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exceed the liquidation value of the firm’s assets in period 1, $V_1$. Thus, $S_1 + S_2 + U_1 + U_2 + T_1 + T_2 > V_1$.

If the firm liquidates in Chapter 7 bankruptcy in period 1, the value of its assets $V_1$ will be used to pay creditors’ claims according to the absolute priority rule. I assume that secured creditors’ claims are backed by collateral that is equal in value to the amount of their claims and, in liquidation, they take their collateral and are therefore paid first. The remaining assets of the firm are liquidated and used to pay unsecured and damage claims. All of these are assumed to have equal priority and thus are paid the same proportion of their face value. The fractional payment rate to unsecured and damage claims is $(V_1 - S_1 - S_2)/(U_1 + U_2 + T_1 + T_2)$. Shareholders receive nothing.

In contrast, if the firm continues to operate outside of bankruptcy, it must repay all claims due in period 1, $S_1 + U_1 + T_1$, in full. The firm is assumed to have no cash on hand in period 1, so that all of the funds for repayment of these claims must come from a new loan from the bank. The interest rate on the new loan is assumed to be $r$. The amount that the firm must repay in period 2 if it avoids bankruptcy and continues operating in period 1—referred to as the continuation loan—is therefore $BC_2^C = (S_1 + U_1 + T_1)(1 + r)$. Here, the superscript $C$ refers to continuation and the subscript 2 refers to period 2 when the loan must be repaid.

How much does the coalition receive under continuation? In period 2, the total amount available to be distributed is $V_2$, which may be high or low. Secured creditors claim their collateral, so that the first $S_2$ dollars go to them. If $V_2 > S_2$, then the next payment goes to the bank to repay the continuation loan, since the continuation loan is assumed to take priority over unsecured and damage creditors’ claims.14 Thus, increases in $V_2$ up to $S_2 + BC_2^C$ go to the coalition. If $V_2 > S_2 + BC_2^C$, then the next payment goes to unsecured and damage creditors and, finally, if $V_2 > S_2 + BC_2^C + U_2 + T_2$, anything else goes to the coalition. The coalition’s return under continuation is therefore max[$V_2 - S_2, 0$] if $V_2 \leq S_2 + BC_2^C + U_2 + T_2$ plus $V_2 - (BC_2^C + S_2 + U_2 + T_2)$ if $V_2 > S_2 + BC_2^C + U_2 + T_2$. Since shareholders’ return if liquidation is chosen in period 1 is zero, shareholders therefore prefer continuation over liquidation in period 1 whenever the firm’s future value is large enough to repay the continuation loan in full, or if $V_2 \geq S_2 + BC_2^C$. The condition for the coalition to form is the same, since the bank is willing to provide the continuation loan as long as it will be repaid, or if $V_2 \geq S_2 + BC_2^C$.

Figure 10.1 shows the coalition’s return on the vertical axis and the range of values of $V_2$ on the horizontal axis. The coalition receives nothing unless $V_2$ exceeds $S_2$, then it receives all of the increase in $V_2$ up to $S_2 + BC_2^C$, at which point the continuation loan has been repaid in full. Past this point,
the coalition receives nothing more until unsecured creditors and damage claimants have been paid in full, and finally, it receives all of the firm’s value above $S_2 + B_C^2 + U_2 + T_2$. The vertical line at $S_2 + B_C^2$ is the boundary between the regions where the coalition does not form and liquidation occurs and where the coalition forms and chooses continuation. To the left of the vertical line, the coalition does not form and liquidation occurs because $V_2$ is not high enough to repay the continuation loan in full, so the bank would lose money if it made the loan. To the right of the vertical line, the coalition forms and continuation occurs because $V_2$ is high enough to repay the continuation loan in full and possibly more.

Now turn to question of whether the coalition’s bankruptcy decision is economically efficient. Figure 10.2A again shows values of $V_2$ along the horizontal axis. The solid vertical line delineates the regions on either side of $S_2 + B_C^2$ where the coalition chooses liquidation versus continuation.
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But now there is also a dotted vertical line at $V_1 + X_2$. This line separates the region where $V_2 < V_1 + X_2$ and liquidation is economically efficient (to the left of the dotted line) from the region where $V_2 > V_1 + X_2$ and continuation is economically efficient (to the right of the dotted line). The two vertical lines together delineate three regions, labelled regions I, II and III. In region I, the coalition chooses liquidation because $V_2 < S_2 + B_2^C$ and liquidation is also economically efficient because $V_2 < V_1 + X_2$. Thus, liquidation occurs and is the efficient choice. In region III, the coalition chooses continuation outside of bankruptcy because $V_2 > S_2 + B_2^C$ and this choice is also economically efficient because $V_2 > V_1 + X_2$. Thus, continuation occurs and is the efficient choice. However, in region II, the coalition chooses liquidation because $V_2 < S_2 + B_2^C$, but continuation is economically efficient because $V_2 > V_1 + X_2$. Thus liquidation occurs but continuation is economically efficient. The coalition makes economically inefficient decisions in region II because, while the firm is worth more if it continues to operate, the coalition prefers liquidation since creditors’ claims in period I are too large for the bank to make the continuation loan. Although the pie would be bigger if the firm continued to operate in region II, the coalition makes the wrong choice because its pie slice in liquidation is larger.15

In Figure 10.2B, the situation is reversed because $S_2 + B_2^C$ is assumed to be smaller than $V_1 + X_2$, rather than larger. This means that the dotted vertical line is to the right of the solid vertical line, rather than the reverse. The resulting three regions are now labelled I’, II’, and III’. In regions I’ and III’, liquidation or continuation is economically efficient and the coalition again makes the economically efficient choice. But now in the middle region, region II’, liquidation is economically efficient because $V_2 < V_1 + X_2$, but the coalition chooses continuation because...
Thus, continuation occurs in this region even though liquidation is economically efficient. The difference between the two figures is that either creditors’ claims $S_2 + B^C_2$ are smaller, which increases the coalition’s return from continuation, and/or the economic costs of continuing the firm’s operations, $V_1 + X_2$, are higher. Thus, rather than too much liquidation occurring, instead, too much continuation may occur.\textsuperscript{16}

Overall, the model shows that the coalition of shareholders and the bank does not generally make economically efficient bankruptcy decisions and that, depending on individual firms’ characteristics, either too much continuation or too much liquidation may occur. The only situation in which the coalition always makes economically efficient bankruptcy decisions is the special case when $V_1 + X_2 = S_2 + B^C_2$. In this case, the inefficient regions II in Figure 10.2A and II’ in Figure 10.2B both disappear. But this special case is unlikely to occur in practice.

Now consider whether treating secured creditors less favorably in bankruptcy improves the efficiency of the coalition’s bankruptcy decisions. In particular, suppose now that if continuation is chosen in period 1, secured creditors’ claims become unsecured.

Because the coalition, rather than secured creditors, now receives the first $S_2$ dollars of the firm’s period 2 value, the coalition now chooses continuation whenever $V_2 \geq B^C_2$, rather than when $V_2 \geq S_2 + B^C_2$. Because the former inequality is more likely to hold than the latter, the coalition chooses continuation more often. In Figure 10.1, the curve showing the coalition’s net return shifts to the left, so that the coalition’s return begins to rise starting at zero rather than starting from $S_2$. Also, the line between the regions where liquidation versus continuation is chosen shifts leftward from $S_2 + B^C_2$ to $B^C_2$, making the coalition choose continuation more often and liquidation less often.

In Figure 10.2A, the solid vertical line shifts to the left by the same amount, but the dotted vertical line remains in the same position, because changing the treatment of secured creditors has no effect on economic efficiency. The leftward shift of the solid vertical line makes region II in Figure 10.2A smaller and region III in Figure 10.2A larger. As a result, inefficient liquidation is less likely to occur. However, in Figure 10.2B, the same leftward shift of the solid vertical line occurs and this causes region II’ to increase in size and region I’ to become smaller, making inefficient continuation more likely to occur. Thus, treating secured creditors less favorably causes the coalition to choose continuation more often, reducing the probability of inefficient liquidation but increasing the probability of inefficient continuation. This is because the coalition is more likely to choose continuation, but the efficiency of continuation remains unaffected. Treating secured creditors more favorably has the opposite effect. In
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In general, no treatment of secured creditors in bankruptcy always results in the coalition making economically efficient bankruptcy decisions.

Now assume that coalition’s choice in period 1 is between liquidation under Chapter 7 versus reorganization under Chapter 11, rather than between liquidation versus continuation outside of bankruptcy—the typical bankruptcy choice for large corporations. If the firm reorganizes under Chapter 11, assume that it must pay transactions costs of \( C \) in period 1, which include lawyers’ fees, professional fees and court costs. Also, managers must make an agreement with creditors on the terms of a reorganization plan that will go into effect in period 2. Suppose the reorganization plan that satisfies the requirements for approval by creditors has the following characteristics. It pays all unsecured creditors and damage claimants a fraction \( u \) of the face value of their claims in period 2, while the remaining fraction \((1-u)\) of these claims is discharged. Also, secured creditors are not allowed to foreclose on their collateral in period 1, but they may receive interest on their loans and/or compensation for loss of the value of their collateral during the reorganization procedure. This payment is assumed to equal a fraction \( s \) of the face value of their claims, while the remaining fraction \((1-s)\) of their claims is discharged. Secured creditors are assumed to receive this payment in period 1, regardless of whether their claims are due in period 1 or period 2. Note that the coalition benefits from choosing reorganization in period 1 both because reorganizing delays the firm’s obligation to repay unsecured claims that are due in period 1 and because it partially discharges both unsecured and secured claims. These features of reorganization provide both temporary and permanent financial relief to financially distressed firms.\(^{17}\)

The amount of the bank loan needed to finance reorganization in period 1 is denoted \( B^R_2 \), where the \( R \) superscript denotes reorganization and the 2 subscript again denotes the amount to be repaid in period 2. The reorganization loan equals the transactions costs of reorganizing plus the cost of payments to secured creditors in period 1.\(^{18}\) The interest rate on the loan is again assumed to be \( r \), so that \( B^R_2 = (C + s(S_1 + S_2))(1 + r) \). Assume that the reorganization loan takes highest priority as an “administrative expense” of Chapter 11 bankruptcy and is repaid in period 2 before all other creditors’ claims.

Now consider the coalition’s choice between liquidation versus reorganization in period 1. If the coalition chooses liquidation, it receives nothing. If it chooses reorganization in period 1, again I assume that the firm’s assets will be sold for the amount \( V_2 \) in period 2. (This means that the value of the firm continuing to operate between periods 1 and 2 is assumed to be the same regardless of whether it remains outside of bankruptcy or reorganizes in Chapter 11.) In period 2, the first \( B^R_2 \) dollars of \( V_2 \) go to
the coalition to repay the reorganization loan. Then the coalition receives nothing more until all payments to unsecured and damage claimants owned under the reorganization plan are made, and finally it receives all of the firm’s additional value beyond $B^R_2 + u(U_1 + U_2 + T_1 + T_2)$, if any. As shown in Figure 10.3, the coalition chooses reorganization over liquidation whenever $V_2 \geq B^R_2$ and it chooses liquidation whenever this condition is reversed. This inequality is also the condition for the bank to be willing to make the reorganization loan. Figure 10.3 shows the regions where the coalition chooses liquidation versus reorganization.

An interesting implication of the model is that the size of the payments promised to unsecured and damage creditors under the reorganization plan has no effect on the coalition’s choice between reorganization versus liquidation. This is because all payments promised to these creditors under the plan take lower priority in period 2 than the bank’s loan to finance reorganization and therefore the coalition ignores them in making its bankruptcy decision. Only the payments promised to secured creditors affect the coalition’s choice.

If we compare Figure 10.3 to Figure 10.1, the coalition is more likely to choose reorganization over liquidation than it is to choose continuation over liquidation as long as $B^R_2 < S_2 + B^C_2$. Ignoring interest payments, this condition is satisfied whenever $C < (1 - s)(S_1 + S_2) + U_1 + T_1$, or when the transactions costs of reorganizing are less than the value of claims that the coalition avoids repaying in period 1 when it chooses reorganization. This condition is likely to hold for many large firms.

Now turn to the efficiency effects of the reorganization choice, shown in Figures 10.4A and 10.4B. The solid vertical lines in both figures indicate the boundary between the regions where the coalition chooses
liquidation versus reorganization, while the dotted vertical lines in both figures indicate the boundary between the regions where liquidation versus reorganization is economically efficient. (As in Figures 10.2A and 10.2B, liquidation is economically efficient when $V_2 < V_1 + X_2$ and reorganization is economically efficient otherwise.) In each figure, the two vertical lines delineate three regions, labelled IV, V, and VI in Figure 10.4A and IV', V', and VI' in Figure 10.4B. In regions IV and IV', liquidation is economically efficient and is chosen by the coalition and in regions VI and VI', reorganization is economically efficient and is chosen by the coalition. However, in region V of Figure 10.4A, the coalition chooses liquidation even though reorganization is economically efficient. Thus, liquidation occurs too often and some firms liquidate that should reorganize. Similarly in region V' in Figure 10.4B, the coalition chooses reorganization even
though liquidation is more efficient. Thus reorganization occurs too often and some firms reorganize that should liquidate. In general, inefficient reorganization is more likely to occur when the economic cost of the firm operating until period 2, $V_1 + X_2$, is high and/or when the cost of the bank loan $B^R$ required to finance reorganization is low. Inefficient liquidation is more likely in the opposite situations.

Now consider how changing the treatment of secured creditors in reorganization affects the efficiency of the coalition’s reorganization versus liquidation choice. In particular, suppose secured creditors are treated worse in reorganization because the partial payment of their claims is deferred until the reorganization plan is adopted in period 2, rather than being paid when the firm files to reorganize in period 1. This change means that the bank loan required to finance reorganization falls by the amount $s(S_1 + S_2)(1+r)$ and the condition for the coalition to choose reorganization becomes $V_2 > C(1+r)$, rather than $V_2 > (C + s(S_1 + S_2))(1 + r)$. In Figure 10.3, the reduction in the size of $B^R$ causes the region where the coalition chooses reorganization to increase in size. In Figure 10.4A, the solid vertical line shifts to the left, while the dotted vertical line remains unchanged. This makes region $V$ smaller, so that inefficient liquidation is less likely to occur. However, in Figure 10.4B, the same leftward shift of the solid vertical line makes region $V'$ larger and means that inefficient reorganization is more likely to occur. These changes result from the fact that reducing the priority of secured creditors’ claims makes reorganization more attractive to the coalition by increasing the size of its pie slice, but does not affect the efficiency of reorganization so that the size of the pie remains the same. Reducing the favorable treatment of secured creditors in reorganization thus has ambiguous effects on the economic efficiency of reorganization versus liquidation decisions: while fewer inefficient liquidations occur, there are more inefficient reorganizations.

Finally, it is useful to consider the economic efficiency implications of the bankruptcy choice if the coalition were choosing between continuation outside of bankruptcy versus reorganization under Chapter 11. In our model, reorganization has efficiency costs because it generates extra transactions costs of $C$, while its benefit to the coalition consists entirely of redistribution from non-coalition creditors to the coalition. Reorganization is therefore inefficient relative to continuation outside of bankruptcy unless it generates some efficiency improvement that is outside of the model.
A. Hansmann and Kraakman’s Proposal for Unlimited Liability for Damage Claims

Now turn to Hansmann and Kraakman’s (H-K) proposal for unlimited liability by shareholders for claims of damage by tort victims. One important consideration is that the priority rule in bankruptcy affects whether shareholders actually bear the cost of paying damage claims or whether they are able to transfer this cost to creditors. If damage claims take high priority in bankruptcy, then at least part of the cost of repayment may be shifted to creditors rather than borne by shareholders; while if these claims take low priority, then most or all of the cost of repayment falls on shareholders, but the claims are less likely to be paid. Another important consideration is that it may be difficult to enforce unlimited liability (or any liability) by shareholders, since enforcement may require that the bankruptcy trustee sue individual shareholders and these suits are time-consuming and uncertain. Because bankruptcy trustees are likely to sue the deepest-pocketed shareholders, unlimited liability may also discourage rich shareholders from investing in corporations that create tort damages and therefore reduce the benefits of diversification. In addition, individual shareholders’ liability is limited by personal bankruptcy law, where shareholders may benefit from high exemptions levels.19

Assume that if the firm liquidates in period 1, secured creditors claim their collateral and are repaid in full. Also suppose that unsecured creditors have higher priority than damage creditors in bankruptcy. They therefore are repaid next, but I assume that they receive less than the full value of their claims, so that \( V_1 - S_1 - S_2 < U_1 + U_2 \).20 As a result, if the firm liquidates in period 1, damage creditors receive nothing from the liquidation process and so the entire cost of repaying their claims falls on shareholders. Shareholders’ return if the firm liquidates in period 1 is therefore \(- (T_1 + T_2)\), rather than zero as in the previous discussion.

Now, suppose the firm instead continues to operate outside of bankruptcy in period 1. The amount of the continuation loan, \( B^c_2 = (S_1 + U_1 + T_1) (1 + r) \), remains the same as in the previous discussion and covers full repayment of all debts due in period 1. In period 2, the firm liquidates and its value is again assumed to be \( V_2 \). Suppose that in period 2, secured creditors are repaid first because they claim their collateral assets, the continuation loan is paid next, unsecured claims are paid next, and damage claims take lowest priority. However, unlike the discussion above, shareholders must now bear the remaining amount of damage claims that are not repaid in the liquidation process.

This means that secured creditors receive the first \( S_2 \) dollars of the firm’s period 2 value, the bank receives the next \( B^c_2 \) dollars, unsecured creditors
receive the next $U_2$ dollars, and damage claimants receive the next $T_2$ dollars, until the value of the firm's assets $V_2$ is exhausted. Damage claimants therefore receive nothing unless the firm's value exceeds $S_2 + B^C_2 + U_2$, they receive all of the firm's additional value from $V_2 = B^C_2 + S_2 + U_2$ to $V_2 = B^C_2 + S_2 + U_2 + T_2$, and they receive no additional payment if $V_2$ exceeds the latter amount. Thus, if $V_2$ is between $B^C_2 + S_2 + U_2$ and $B^C_2 + S_2 + U_2 + T_2$, damage claimants receive partial payment from the liquidation process. Call this amount $P_2$ (for partial payment of period 2 damage claims). Shareholders owe damage claimants the remaining amount $T_2 - P_2$, if this amount is positive. Shareholders' return if continuation is chosen in period 1 is therefore $-T_2$ if $P_2 = 0$, $-(T_2 - P_2)$ if $0 < P_2 < T_2$ and $0$ if $P_2 = T_2$. Because this return is higher than shareholders' return of $-(T_1 + T_2)$ if the firm liquidates in period 1, they prefer that the firm continue to operate outside of bankruptcy. Intuitively, choosing continuation allows shareholders to escape liability for current damage claims $T_1$ and to partially or fully avoid liability for future damage claims $T_2$ as well. Although imposing unlimited liability for damage claims makes shareholders worse off under both liquidation and continuation, they are better off if the firm continues to operate in period 1. Thus inefficient continuation decisions still would be expected to occur.

Turning to efficiency considerations, the change in shareholders' liability for damage claims has no effect on the efficiency of the bankruptcy decision, since the change is just a transfer from shareholders and/or debtholders to damage claimants. As in the discussion in the previous section, the increase in the probability that continuation is chosen by the coalition in period 1 causes the solid vertical line in Figure 10.2A to shift to the left. But because the efficiency of liquidation versus continuation is unaffected, the dotted vertical line in Figure 10.2A remains the same. As a result, region II becomes smaller and inefficient liquidation is less likely to occur. However, the change also causes the solid vertical line in Figure 10.2B to shift to the left, while the dotted vertical line remains the same. This means that region II' in Figure 10.2B becomes larger, so that inefficient continuation is more likely to occur. Thus, making shareholders liable for damage claims causes firms to continue operating more often, lowering the probability of inefficient liquidation, but raising the probability of inefficient continuation. Again, the efficiency effects of the change to unlimited liability are ambiguous.

Now turn to the effect of unlimited shareholder liability for damages on the efficiency of firms' decisions to reorganize in Chapter 11. H-K do not discuss whether their proposal would also apply unlimited liability for damage claims to shareholders of corporations that reorganize in Chapter 11. An issue with unlimited liability for damage claims is that it conflicts
with the goal of Chapter 11 that all creditors take a “haircut” and receive partial payment of their claims in order to facilitate the failing firm’s survival.

Suppose the coalition now chooses between liquidating versus reorganizing in period 1. Shareholders’ return in liquidation remains the same as before, $-(T_1 + T_2)$. Assume that if reorganization is chosen instead, damage claims receive the same treatment as in the discussion of reorganization in the previous section. Thus, damage claimants, like unsecured claimants, are assumed to receive $u$ percent of their claims, with the payment being made in period 2. Choosing reorganization rather than liquidation in period 1 thus allows the coalition to defer paying all damage claims and to reduce the amount they pay damage claimants by $(1-u)$ percent. Because liquidation is now much less favorable to the coalition while reorganization remains equally favorable as before, the coalition has a stronger incentive to choose reorganization when liability for damage claims is unlimited in liquidation. But because the efficiency of the liquidation-reorganization choice is unaffected by the change to unlimited shareholder liability for damage claims, the result is that more inefficient reorganizations and fewer inefficient liquidations would occur.

These results suggest that if shareholders had unlimited liability for damage claims, they would choose to continue failing firms’ operations—either outside of bankruptcy or in Chapter 11 reorganization—more often and would choose liquidation less often. Thus, fewer failing firms would liquidate in bankruptcy. But the efficiency effects of the change in liability are ambiguous, since some of the additional continuations and reorganizations would be economically inefficient.

B. Bebchuk and Fried’s proposal for 75 percent priority for secured claims

The Bebchuk and Fried (B-F) proposal is that secured claims take priority for only 75 percent of the face value of their claims in bankruptcy, with the remaining 25 percent of their claims treated as unsecured. How would this proposal affect bankruptcy decisions and the efficiency of bankruptcy choices?

Consider first how the change in the treatment of secured claims affects the efficiency of the coalition’s choice between liquidation versus continuation outside of bankruptcy. The change does not affect the analysis of when it is economically efficient for the firm to liquidate, but it does affect the coalition’s bankruptcy decision. Suppose $T_1$ and $T_2$ are now redefined to represent non-adjusting claims due in periods 1 and 2, while $U_1$ and $U_2$ are redefined to represent unsecured, but adjusting (negotiated) claims due in the two periods. The total amount of the firm’s debt,
$S_1 + S_2 + U_1 + U_2 + T_1 + T_2$, remains the same and is again assumed to be greater than the period 1 value of the firm’s assets, $V_1$.

If the firm chooses to liquidate in bankruptcy in period 1, shareholders’ return is zero regardless of whether secured creditors have priority for 75 percent or 100 percent of their claims. This is because all creditors’ claims must be repaid in full before equity receives anything.\(^{22}\) Now consider the coalition’s return if it chooses continuation outside of bankruptcy in period 1. Secured creditors are again assumed to take highest priority when the firm liquidates in period 2, but now their priority is only for 75 percent of their period 2 claims. The size of the new loan from the bank needed to finance continuation in period 1 remains the same as above, $B_2^C = (S_1 + U_1 + T_1)(1 + r)$. But the coalition’s return under continuation rises as a result of the change, because secured creditors now take priority in period 2 only for 75 percent of their claims, with the remaining 25 percent becoming unsecured. This means that the first $.75S_2$ dollars of the firm’s period 2 value goes to secured creditors, the next $B_2^C (1 + r)$ dollars go to the coalition, the next $.25 S_2 + U_2 + T_2$ dollars go to creditors, and anything that remains goes to equity, until the firm’s period 2 value $V_2$ is exhausted. The condition for the coalition to choose continuation over liquidation in period 1 therefore becomes $V_2 > .75S_2 + B_2^C$, rather than the previous condition of $V_2 > S_2 + B_2^C$ when secured creditors’ claims took full priority in period 2. The coalition therefore chooses continuation more often.

In Figure 10.1, the change in secured creditors’ priority causes the vertical line between the liquidation versus continuation regions to shift to the left, so that the coalition is more likely to choose continuation. Examining how this change affects efficiency, in Figure 10.2A the solid vertical line moves to the left, but the dotted vertical line remains in the same place. As a result, region II becomes smaller and inefficient liquidation is less likely to occur. But in Figure 10.2B, the solid vertical line also moves to the left, making region II' larger and inefficient continuation more likely to occur. Thus, reducing secured creditors’ priority from 100 percent to 75 percent of their claims makes the coalition more likely to choose continuation outside of bankruptcy over liquidation in period 1, but does not make this choice more economically efficient. As a result, fewer inefficient liquidations occur under the reform, but there are more inefficient continuations. The change has ambiguous effects on the efficiency of firms’ bankruptcy decisions.

Finally, examine the effect of B-F’s proposed reform on the efficiency of firms’ decisions to liquidate under Chapter 7 versus reorganize under Chapter 11. To do so, we return to the model of reorganization discussed above in which secured creditors are entitled to be paid $s$ percent of
their claims in period 1 when the firm reorganizes. Under the B-F proposal, suppose secured creditors are now entitled to be paid the fraction \(0.75s\) of their claims in period 1 and an additional fraction \(0.25s\) of their claims in period 2. (This assumes that the overall payoff rates to secured and unsecured creditors under the reorganization plan, \(s\) and \(u\), remain the same as before.) Under these assumptions if the coalition chooses reorganization, the reorganization loan from the bank becomes \((C + 0.75s(S_1 + S_2))(1 + r)\) and this loan is repaid first in period 2. Thus, the first \((C + 0.75s(S_1 + S_2))(1 + r)\) dollars of the firm’s period 2 value go to the coalition to repay the reorganization loan, the next \(u(U_1 + U_2 + T_1 + T_2 + 0.25(S_1 + S_2))\) dollars go to creditors as payments promised under the reorganization plan, and, if anything is left, it goes to equity. The condition for the coalition to choose reorganization over liquidation in period 1 therefore becomes \(V_2 \geq (C + 0.75s(S_1 + S_2))(1 + r)\). This condition is more likely to be satisfied than the previous condition, which was \(V_2 \geq (C + s(S_1 + S_2))(1 + r)\).

These changes mean that under the B-F proposal, the vertical line forming the boundary between the regions of liquidation versus reorganization in Figure 10.3 shifts to the left, making the coalition choose reorganization more often. However, the efficiency of liquidation versus reorganization remains unchanged, because the reform only redistributes returns among creditor groups. Thus, in Figure 10.4A, the solid vertical line moves to the left while the dotted vertical line remains in the same position. This means that inefficient liquidation is less likely to occur. In Figure 10.4B, the solid vertical line also moves to the left while the dotted vertical line again remains in the same position. This means that inefficient reorganization is more likely to occur. Overall, adopting B-F’s proposed reform means that more reorganization would occur, but some of the additional reorganizations would be of firms that should liquidate.

B-F’s proposal to downgrade 25 percent of secured creditors’ claims to unsecured status thus lowers the cost to the coalition of continuing to operate the firm, either by remaining outside of bankruptcy or filing to reorganize under Chapter 11. But the coalition’s return when it chooses liquidation remains unchanged. The result is that continuation outside of bankruptcy and reorganization would occur more often under the proposal, while liquidation in Chapter 7 would occur less often. But because the proposal has no effect on the efficient outcome, the efficiency implications are ambiguous: while fewer economically efficient firms would liquidate, more economically inefficient firms would be saved.
III. CONCLUSION

This chapter re-examines an old controversy in the law and economics literature: whether use of secured credit is economically efficient and what treatment of secured credit in bankruptcy leads to economically efficient outcomes. The literature has not generated a consensus answer and several authors have proposed changes in the treatment of secured claims in bankruptcy that they argue would improve efficiency. But a problem with the literature is that bankruptcy law affects economic efficiency in many ways and different authors focus on particular economic efficiency goals in arguing for their proposed treatments of secured creditors in bankruptcy. In this chapter, I focus on the central economic function of bankruptcy law—that of screening of failing firms in bankruptcy so that economically inefficient firms liquidate and economically efficient (although financially distressed) firms are saved. I analyse various priority rules for secured credit in bankruptcy and two proposals for reform of the treatment of secured credit in bankruptcy, all using efficient screening in bankruptcy as the criterion for economic efficiency.

The overall result is that none of the actual or proposed rules for treatment of secured credit in bankruptcy always improve efficiency. All of the proposed changes increase the number of firms that are saved by reorganizing in Chapter 11 bankruptcy or by continuing to operate outside of bankruptcy. But while some of the additional firms saved should be saved, others that are saved should shut down. There appears to be no general rule for treatment of secured claims in bankruptcy that always results in economically inefficient firms shutting down in bankruptcy and economically efficient firms being saved.

NOTES

1. Secured creditors have the right to be compensated for the loss of value of their collateral during the reorganization process if the value of their collateral exceeds the face value of their claims. Another way that collateral protects secured creditors is that, in bankruptcy, unsecured creditors’ claims receive payment only after the transactions costs of bankruptcy are paid and therefore may receive only partial or no payment. But secured creditors are paid in full as long as the value of their collateral equals the value of their claims. See Adler (1998) for general discussion of secured credit.

2. An important problem with efficient bankruptcy screening is that neither managers nor creditors of bankrupt firms are likely to know whether their firms are economically efficient or inefficient, since the answer depends on the value of firms’ assets in alternative uses. See White (1989) and (2016) for discussion of bankruptcy screening and the multiple efficiency objectives of bankruptcy.

3. An earlier model of the effect of secured debt on the total cost of capital is Scott (1977). Unlike Schwartz (1981), Scott argues that use of secured credit reduces firms’
The treatment of secured credit in bankruptcy

The difference between the two models is that Scott assumes that some of the unsecured creditors are tort claimants and government creditors that do not raise the interest rates they charge when firms issue secured debt, even though their claims become riskier. Scott’s model thus anticipated the research both on the effect of secured debt on the total cost of capital and the effect of secured debt on unsecured claims that cannot adjust their loan terms when the firm becomes riskier (discussed below).

4. See Jackson and Kronman (1979), Levmore (1982) and Adler (1993) for additional discussion of whether/when using secured credit reduces the cost of monitoring. To the author’s knowledge, there have been no empirical studies of monitoring costs and monitoring equilibria.

5. Bebchuk and Fried (1996) also discuss the fact that, when firms have more non-adjusting creditors, secured creditors have a reduced incentive to bargain with managers to adopt and enforce restrictive covenants that would improve the efficiency of the firm’s behavior. This is because part of the cost of not adopting or enforcing covenants is borne by non-adjusting creditors. The more non-adjusting creditors the firm has, the more inefficient are managers’ incentives.

6. This is Bebchuk and Fried’s “fixed-fraction priority rule.” They also discuss an “adjustable-priority rule” that would deny secured creditors priority over non-adjusting creditors, but allow them priority over other adjusting creditors. They show that, relative to full priority for secured creditors, both rules reduce the firm’s incentive to invest in inefficiently risky projects and to create external harm, at the cost of raising the firm’s total cost of capital and possibly preventing the firm from investing in economically efficient projects. But they do not address the effect of their priority rules on the efficiency of bankruptcy screening. Other proposals for super-priority of tort claims are discussed by Adler (1993) and LoPucki (1994).

7. Other papers in this literature show that strategic default by managers is reduced when firms borrow from multiple creditors rather than a single creditor (Bolton and Scharfstein, 1996) and when creditors hold a mixture of long-term and short-term debt rather than only short-term debt (Berglof and von Thadden, 1994). Berkovitch, Israel and Zender (1998), and Povel (1999) examine how features of bankruptcy law affect managers’ level of effort in managing their firms.

8. For discussion of small firms’ bankruptcy choices, see LoPucki (1983); for discussion of large firms’ bankruptcy choices, see LoPucki and Whitford (1990), and Weiss (1990).

9. If a party sustains damage but has a contractual relationship with the firm, then the harm is not part of \( X \); because the contract presumably includes compensation.

10. For simplicity, the discount rate is assumed to be zero.

11. Bebchuk and Fried (1996) use a similar model to analyse the effects of their proposed priority rules. Papers that discuss actual firms’ bankruptcy decisions, such as LoPucki (1983), and LoPucki and Whitford (1990), also emphasize that these decisions are typically made by managers and a narrow group of creditors. Other coalition models of the bankruptcy decision include Bulow and Shoven (1978), White (1980 and 1989), and Ang and Chua (1980). Coalition creditors are assumed here not to have previously loaned money to the firm, but see Bizer and DeMarzo (1992) for a model in which creditors make sequential loans to a firm.

12. Damage claims may still be in litigation, so that their value could be uncertain. However, in the model, I assume here that they have fixed values.

13. The bank’s new loan may take priority over unsecured claims and damage claims in period 2 for a variety of reasons, including that the continuation loan is secured or that the firm has an account at the bank and the bank can claim the funds in the account when default occurs. Other priority rules are discussed below. See Schwartz (1989) and...
Bebchuk and Fried (1996) for discussion of the relationship between loan priority, whether loans are secured, and rules that give priority to earlier-in-time lenders.

15. Note that inefficient liquidation occurs here even though there is no race among creditors to be first to collect. In most models, when firms in financial distress liquidate too often, it is because of the race to be first. For an example, see Webb (1991).

16. If the firm’s future earnings were uncertain rather than certain, then the coalition would be more likely to choose continuation. This means that region II would become larger and region II would become smaller.

17. Secured creditors receive interest during the Chapter 11 procedure only if the liquidation value of their collateral exceeds the face value of their claims. Thus, the payment rate of s may represent a mixture of higher payments to some secured creditors and lower payments to others.

18. Liquidation clearly has transactions costs as well, but these are implicitly assumed to be smaller and are ignored here. The transactions costs of liquidation are limited by the fact that firms filing to liquidate often have very few assets not subject to secured creditors’ liens and trustees’ fees are a percentage of the value of assets they liquidate. It would be straightforward to add these costs to the model. See LoPucki (1983), White (1983), Weiss (1990), and Bris et al. (2006) for estimates of the transactions costs of reorganization versus liquidation for small and large corporations.

19. H-K also discuss whether individual shareholders should share liability for tort damages proportionate to the number of shares they own or whether liability should be joint and several. In this discussion, I ignore distributional issues and assume that all shareholders share equally in the cost paying damage claims, or that all shares are owned by a single owner. For discussion of real world problems concerning unlimited liability, see Hansmann and Kraakman (1991), and LoPucki (1994).

20. Damage claims often rank below other unsecured claims in bankruptcy, because they are involuntary claims that have not been negotiated with the firm. Unsecured creditors, in contrast, sometimes negotiate contractual provisions with the firm that give them higher priority in bankruptcy liquidation.

21. The bank is willing to provide the loan as long as $V_2 \geq S_2 + B_2 C$. However, if this inequality is not satisfied, then shareholders are willing to bribe the bank up to $T_1 + T_2$ to make the continuation loan, since they must pay this amount to damage claimants if the firm liquidates in period 1. Consequently, the bank is willing to make the continuation loan when the firm’s period 2 value is as low as $S_2 + B_2 C - (T_1 + T_2)$.

22. Bebchuk and Fried (1996) assume that the 75 percent treatment of secured creditors’ claims would not apply in bankruptcy liquidation, since secured creditors generally seize their collateral prior to the firm’s Chapter 7 filing. They also argue that secured creditors in practice get only partial priority in Chapter 11 reorganizations, because they do not receive interest during the reorganization proceeding if their claims are undersecured and because their compensation under the reorganization plan may be in the form of a risky note rather than cash.

23. Changes in the bargaining power of creditors’ groups might cause these payoff rates to change.
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